
Sebastian Vallee
A brilliant Human medic who always tries to help (5d6)

HOMELAND Arctic
-------------------------------
CAREERS 
Scion (16 yrs)
College (4 years)
Medic (3 years)
Prisoner (6 years)
Medic (1 year)
-------------------------------
AGE 30

Biography
Sebastian Vallee studied at the Karolinska Institute in Sweden, one of the top medical universities 
on Earth. Although offered an array of jobs in top research and medical facilities upon graduation 
Sebastian was never interested in the money. Helping people was his driving force and scant days 
after leaving Stockholm he was in Bas-Uele, a northern province of the Democratic Republic of 
Congo treating ebola. Sebastian spent the next few years moving around aid camps and makeshift 
field hospitals in Central and Eastern Africa. He worked in famine, disaster and combat zones. 
It was whilst working in South Sudan that he was arrested. He’d been working treating civilians 
injured in the ongoing civil war, in rebel territory, when government forces took control of the 
area and arrested foreign doctors and aid staff, whilst executing local helpers for treason. Despite 
UN outcry, and that of his own government, Sebastian was kept imprisoned for six years before 
being released. Suddenly a term or two away on a terraforming colony seemed a good way to 
distance himself from humanity for a while, so he registered as a medic and boarded a ship. 
Six years in a Juba hellhole had to be good training for something…

Attributes

Movement

Attacks Defenses

Skills
medicine 5 (2d6)
chemistry 2 (1d6)
running 1 (1d6)
computers 1 (1d6)
law 1 (1d6)
bureaucracy 1 (1d6)
psychology 1 (1d6)
knives 1 (1d6)
dodging 1 (1d6)

WEAPON ATTACK DAMAGE RANGE NOTES
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Brawling 2d6 1d6+2 blunt –– ––
-------------------------------------------------------------------
High Quality Knife 4d6 2d6+1 piercing –– ––
-------------------------------------------------------------------

MELEE DEFENSE  12
RANGED DEFENSE  12
MENTAL DEFENSE  17
VITAL DEFENSE  10

Gear
high quality medical kit
high quality clothing
high quality knife
1,000cr

HEALTH 16
SOAK 0
VULN none
IMMUNE none

Enduring. Sebastian gets +1 to any d6 rolls to 
shake off conditions.

Brilliant. Once per day, Sebastian may 
substitute an attribute check with a 
LOG check.

Superior Healing Hands. Using his medkit, 
Sebastian can spend an action to restore 2d6 
HEALTH to an adjacent ally. A creature can 
only benefit from this once per day.

Achilles Heel. Once per creature, Sebastian 
can identify a weak spot and ignore its SOAK.

SPEED 5     CLIMB 3     JUMP 8'/8'

STR

4
(2d6)

AGI

4
(2d6)

END

5
(2d6)

INT

8
(3d6)

LOG

8
(3d6)

WIL

4
(2d6)

CHA

7
(3d6)

LUC

5
(2d6)

REP

4
(2d6)

Exploits and Traits
Prison Tough. His time in prison toughened 

him up. Sebastian has a +1 bonus to all 
DEFENSEs (already included, above).

Bachelor. College study gave Sebastian 
some academic skills. He has a +1d6 bonus 
to research information when he has access 
to a library or data network.

Aim. By spending an action aiming, Sebastian 
gains +1d6 to a subsequent ranged attack.¥

INITIATIVE 3d6     PERCEPTION 3d6     CARRY 90lb (max lift 200lb)   REACH 5-ft       ACTIONS 2


